An essential characteristic of marketing practice and theory is the promotion of exchanges, many of which are funded by money. Marketing literature thus places great emphasis on determining what factors influence consumers to engage in the marketplace. Less understood, however, is how consumers allocate monetary resources to fund exchanges. Scholars have demonstrated that people employ earmarks to segregate money by source, meaning, or purpose. The ethnographic study of provisioning in the current research adds to prior scholarship with an explanation of how money, as a fungible resource, is transformed into moral and social resources by the behavioral process of ascribing earmarks and approaching provisioning. As part of this study, the author develops a typology that incorporates thrift provisioning and splurge provisioning approaches to categorize consumer goals derived from the use of prosaic and indexical earmarks. These goals are defined as economizing, sustaining, treating, and rewarding. The article closes with a discussion of implications for marketing managers and potential avenues for further research.
Scholars have examined how consumers may prioritize spending goals in terms of what, when, and how much to spend (Bradford 2013; Pessemier 1959; Rick, Small, and Finkel 2011; Roberts and Wortzel 1979; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b; Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink 2010) . Recent research has acknowledged that events may occur before shopping (e.g., making decisions as to the type of shopping trip, the level of specificity for the trip, and the number of stores planned for the trip) that influence shopping (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011; Cobb and Hoyer 1986) . In addition, fund allocations may be influenced by person-specific goals as well as those embraced by a family unit (Bradford 2009 (Bradford , 2013 Epp and Price 2011) . For example, people may choose to (1) reduce expenditures in one area to acquire an offering that demonstrates affection to a loved one (Cappellini and Parsons 2013; Miller 1998) , (2) purchase a certain brand to convey desired values (Diamond et al. 2009 ), or (3) seek offerings that support social cohesion within the family or broader social network (Bradford and Sherry 2013; Cross and Gilly 2014; Epp and Price 2011) . Although prior research has studied a range of influences on consumer shopping, it has done little to probe the concept of money as a differentiated engine of value influencing consumption.
Historically, money has been conceptualized as something that flattens social relations because it is fungible, employed for maximum utility, and reduces interactions to a common measure of value (Simmel 1978) . However, people do not behave as if money is infinitely substitutable. Research on household budgeting has shown that money is differentially managed to support and replicate relationships intergenerationally (Becker 1981; Bradford 2009 ). Furthermore, money has the potential to enable and even create complex social relations, including diverse roles, hierarchy, and status (Maurer 2006) .
One means by which money may influence consumer behavior is through earmarks-the setting aside of money because of its source or meaning or for specific consumption purposes (Belk and Wallendorf 1990; Zelizer 1989; Zelizer and Tilly 2007) . Two types of earmarks are theorized: prosaic earmarks, in which money is set aside to fund acquisitions of mundane or typical possessions, and indexical earmarks, in which money is set aside to fund acquisitions of symbolic or relationally oriented possessions (Bradford 2009 ). Earmarked money influences consumer behaviors. It also serves various social purposes, such as facilitating interpersonal relationships, maintaining or reinforcing social hierarchy, managing individual or family identity, and navigating social interactions (Belk and Wallendorf 1990; Bradford 2009 Bradford , 2013 Bradford and Sherry 2013; Zelizer 1994) .
Earmarks are theorized as cognitive maps leveraging theories in psychology (Heath and Soll 1996; McGraw, Tetlock, and Kristel 2003; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b; Thaler 1985) . In the fields of anthropology and sociology, they are theorized as behavioral processes in support of social relationships (Belk and Wallendorf 1990; Bradford 2009 Bradford , 2013 Zelizer 2011; Zelizer and Tilly 2007) . Although an exploration of the interdependent nature of these two
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perspectives may provide fruitful insights into theories of earmarks (Zelizer and Tilly 2007) , the focus of the present inquiry is to contribute to a theory of earmarks as a behavioral process.
Several contexts could be explored to understand the transformation of money. Research has shown that class, race, and gender influence conceptions and uses of money (Bernthal, Crockett, and Rose 2005; Commuri and Gentry 2005; Peñaloza and Barnhart 2011) . As part of this inquiry, I explore a context in which each of these differences is present.
Provisioning, which accounts for the majority of shopping, is most often tied to experiences of home (Miller 1998) . Notably, home is a unifying concept for people across class, race, and gender and is influential on consumption, including that of diverse family compositions (Bradford 2009 (Bradford , 2013 Bronfenbrenner 1986; Epp and Price 2011) . This study thus focuses on provisioning for the home.
I explain how fungible money is transformed into moral and social resources when people ascribe earmarks and approach provisioning. This article makes two significant contributions. First, I extend prior research by contributing an explanation of how earmarking, as a dynamic behavioral process, transforms fungible money into moral and social resources (see Figure 1 ). Second, I develop a typology of the consumer goals that result from a relationship between indexical and prosaic earmarks and thrift and splurge provisioning approaches (see Table 1 ). When consumers employ prosaic earmarks with a focus on provisioning as thrift, economizing goals are apparent, whereas when consumers employ indexical earmarks, sustaining goals are present. The allocation of money to attain these goals encompasses notions of what is right and just, transforming money into a moral resource. When consumers utilize prosaic earmarks with a focus on provisioning as splurge, treating goals manifest, whereas for indexical earmarks, rewarding goals are evident. The allocation of money to attain these goals encompasses notions of what is interactive and relational, transforming money into a social resource.
This research refines prior work by Belk and Wallendorf (1990) and Bradford (2009 Bradford ( , 2013 with an explanation of how earmarks singularize money as it is transformed into moral and social resources. In addition, I augment research by Bernthal, Crockett, and Rose (2005) and Peñaloza and Barnhart (2011) , which depicts credit as a vehicle for lifestyle management with an explanation of how earmarks demarcate consumer behavior as moral and social. To the work of Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield (2010a, b) , I contribute a discussion of how surplus may manifest distinctly within earmarks and thus may differentially influence unplanned spending.
To frame these findings, I begin with an overview of relevant literature on earmarks and provisioning. Next, I describe the methods employed. I then present the findings and discuss the theoretical contributions of earmarks as a means to transform money, a fungible resource, into a moral and social resource. Finally, I discuss implications of this research for scholars and practitioners.
Theoretical Foundation
Although money is integral to the market and perceived universally as a recognizable medium of exchange, it can also convey meaning that transcends numerical value. Scholars have interpreted cash money as alienable/inalienable, profane/sacred, general purpose/limited purpose, or public/ private (Belk and Wallendorf 1990; Bradford 2009; Zelizer 1994) , whereas credit money is characterized as bad/good, coping/achieving, or indulgent/ self-disciplining (Bernthal, Crockett, and Rose 2005; Peñaloza and Barnhart 2011) .
Consider the meanings attached to money in the case of home purchases, which usually require that consumers borrow funds. This loan, a mortgage, is typically the largest amount of debt that an American consumer will accumulate at one time, and yet this debt is valorized. In this aspect, a mortgage is distinct from other forms of debt, such as accumulated credit card balances from expenditures on clothing or entertainment, which tend to be shunned. Other research
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has found that gifts of money may convey affect (Belk and Wallendorf 1991; Bradford 2009; Zelizer 1994) . For example, money in the form of assets may be employed to recognize family membership and replicate familial norms through gift giving, in which gifts are maintained and regifted intergenerationally (Bradford 2009 ). Thus, implicit in prior research on money is the concept that it may be transformed into moral or social resources. How, then, does this transformation occur?
Research has suggested that people may employ categories to allocate monies for consumption (Becker 1981; Bradford 2009; Heath and Soll 1996; Wilk 1989) . The literature on provisioning has found that people may try to economize in some categories to provide opportunities to consume in other categories (Cappellini and Parsons 2013; Miller 1998) . At the intersection of these literature streams is an opportunity to explore the relationship between earmarks and provisioning approaches so as to delineate a process for the transformation of money from a fungible 
Moral Resources

Social Resources
Transformations initiated with prosaic earmarks
Transformations initiated with indexical earmarks resource to a social or moral resource, which is the theoretical frame for this study.
Earmarks
Prior research has examined how consumers strive to adhere to planned budget allocations during shopping experiences even as they employ less-than-precise estimates of expenditures (Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b) .
Although shoppers in the marketplace may set out with a budget, their efforts to manage that budget may fall short (Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink 2010) . Furthermore, research has shown that funds allocated to a specific earmark are not likely to be reallocated because such an action would circumscribe acceptable consumption (Bradford 2009; Bradford and Sherry 2013; Heath and Soll 1996) . For example, money may be earmarked for distinct offerings (e.g., clothing, utilities, food), for specialized purposes (e.g., holidays, commemoration, gift giving), to acknowledge its genesis (e.g., earned, windfall, gift), or to convey messages (e.g., membership, power, value) (Belk and Wallendorf 1990; Bradford 2009; Zelizer 1989 Zelizer , 2011 . Although that research explains the presence and management of earmarks, additional studies have identified different types of earmarks. Two categories of earmarks have been theorized: prosaic and indexical (Bradford 2009 ). Prosaic earmarks tend to be employed for offerings common across lived experiences, such as those for food, clothing, or entertainment. Indexical earmarks tend to be employed for offerings that differentiate the lived experience through acquisitions that convey meaning, maintain relationships, or communicate belonging. In another stream of research, consumption has 82 / Journal of Marketing, March 2015 been at times characterized as utilitarian (reflecting perceived needs) or hedonic (reflecting desires) (Chitturi, Raghunathan, and Mahajan 2008; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982) . Recent research has further evidenced a relationship between prosaic earmarks and life-sustaining offerings and between indexical earmarks and identity-crafting offerings (Bradford and Sherry 2013) . Missing from prior studies, however, is an understanding of the conditions by which earmarks may be employed. Prosaic earmarks may be used not only for sustaining one's life course but also for the acquisition of offerings in support of relationships; conversely, indexical earmarks may be used not only for relationships but also for the acquisition of offerings in support of sustaining one's life course.
Earmarks theorized from anthropological and sociological perspectives depict a behavioral process that ascribes labels to monetary resources and recognizes that money is not viewed solely as a fungible resource (Belk and Wallendorf 1990; Bradford 2009 Bradford , 2013 Zelizer 1989) . The literature has recognized that earmarked money may be transformed into inalienable resources such that its purchasing power is attenuated relative to communicative value (Bradford 2009; Zelizer 1989 Zelizer , 2011 . That research has provided additional insight into the transformative impact of earmarks, yet it has not characterized the outcomes for money as a result of transformation. It is thus necessary to explore how each of the two types of earmarks transforms fungible resources, the type of resources each becomes, and how each influences consumption. In particular, earmarks have been found to influence consumer behaviors in the marketplace in the sense that earmarks orchestrate and circumscribe consumption (Bradford 2009; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b). More recent research has examined how consumers approach the marketplace (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011) , yet that research does not contemplate roles for distinct earmarks. Thus, a closer examination of different provisioning approaches is warranted to better understand how fungible resources are transformed.
Provisioning
Shopping is of great interest to researchers because it is the point when consumers decide what they will purchase. Recent research has acknowledged that although many decisions are made at the place of purchase, several factors influence consumption decisions before consumers enter the marketplace to shop (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b) . Although shopping takes on many forms, most of it comprises provisioning, or consumption inherent in daily living activities (Bardhi and Arnould 2005; Miller 1998; Sherry 1990) . Provisioning encompasses the use of time, effort, and money to acquire objects that support people as they go about their daily activities and associated goals (Miller 1998) .
Consumers engage in differing approaches to provisioning in the marketplace. Miller (1998) describes how during provisioning, consumers may navigate between thrift shopping, to create savings, and splurge shopping, to acquire items that will convey affection to loved ones within the household. More specifically, Miller finds that as consumers seek utility through provisioning, they economize, which affords them an opportunity to acquire offerings for current consumption while also setting aside money for other types of consumption. Whereas Miller (1998) theorizes different approaches to provisioning, Chitturi, Raghunathan, and Mahajan (2008) examine how distinct provisioning approaches influence resultant emotions. Specifically, they find that when consumers approach shopping to pursue utilitarian benefits, they experience more security and confidence, whereas when they seek hedonic benefits, they experience greater excitement and cheerfulness. Taken together, this research provides support for the presence of two distinct, albeit related, approaches to provisioning.
It could be assumed that provisioning may be funded exclusively by resources ascribed with prosaic earmarks because these purchases most often reflect utilitarian acquisitions (Bardhi and Arnould 2005; Bradford 2009; Bradford and Sherry 2013) . However, prior research has found that even in provisioning, consumers may attempt to address both utilitarian-and affiliation-oriented goals (Cappellini and Parsons 2013; Chitturi, Raghunathan, and Mahajan 2008; Miller 1998) . In pursuit of symbolism through provisioning, consumers employ saved resources to demonstrate care to loved ones in the form of acquired treats (Cappellini and Parsons 2013; Miller 1998) . For example, the foodstuffs people acquire for a typical weeknight mealtime may differ markedly from a weekend mealtime, when there is more time available to plan, craft, and deliver a social experience. As such, provisioning affords opportunities to obtain offerings to meet daily requirements and also to convey care and nurture social relations (Bardhi and Arnould 2005; Bradford and Sherry 2013; Miller 1998) . These disBeyond Fungible / 83 tinct approaches to provisioning provide additional insights into shopping. However, the prevailing research lacks an explanation of a relationship between these distinct approaches to provisioning and consumer preparation to fund these approaches through distinct earmarks.
When scholars have examined relationships between consumer earmarks and shopping in previous research, the focus of those studies has been on how the presence of earmarks influences marketplace behaviors (Bradford 2009; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010a; Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink 2010) . More specifically, Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield (2010a) identify how the lack of precision during earmarking allows for unplanned purchases when consumers are in the marketplace. In another study, Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink (2010) examine how consumers assess the availability of excess allocations in earmarks-funds they may then spend in the marketplace. Each of these studies contemplates a relationship between earmarks and provisioning, a construct within which consumers operate to satisfy consumption goals. However, the prevailing research has yet to examine the possibility of a relationship between distinct types of earmarks and different approaches to provisioning and their impact on consumption goals. It is necessary to explain how money, as a fungible resource, may be transformed into social and moral resources. Furthermore, an explanation is required detailing how that transformation likely results in different types of consumption goals. In the present study, I explore how distinct earmarks, in conjunction with unique approaches to provisioning, transform money (a fungible resource) into moral and social resources and investigate how that transformation results in a distinct pattern of consumption goals.
Methods
Everyone has some relationship with money, and these relationships become evident as people describe their daily activities. For example, people may depict their morning coffee ritual in terms of what objects are employed, how the coffee is made, and what it means for them, while also sharing the resources involved in the experience (e.g., going to a coffee shop vs. acquiring ingredients for in-home preparation). Such accounts provide insight into the types of resources deployed, the meanings of those resources, and the relative priority of those experiences within their lives. Although money is universal, it is not commonly a topic of general conversation. The scope of this study did not require people to reveal intimate details about the amount of money they possess or manage; rather, the focus was on how they conceive of and use money in their lives.
Money is used and conceived of differentially across populations with respect to gender, class, and race. For example, within couples, women tend to allocate and spend money for specific items in support of the daily workings of the home or to show love to family members, whereas men allocate and spend money primarily for personal benefit (Commuri and Gentry 2005; Miller 1998; Zelizer 1994) . Scholars have found that social class influences lifestyle benchmarks people use to pursue consumption, which may require the use of credit money (Bernthal et al. 2005; Peñaloza and Barnhart 2011) . Whereas some research has posited that ethnic minorities emulate middle-class whites in patterns of expenditures for consumption, other research has suggested that African Americans may more frequently allocate resources to support relationships within their households or create relationships beyond them (Bradford 2009; Crockett and Wallendorf 2004) . These factors-life stage, upbringing, culture-are termed one's "social address," and they influence a range of behavior (Bronfenbrenner 1986) .
To initiate this study, snowball sampling was employed to obtain initial informants through my friends and associates. To supplement, strangers encountered in retail environments were approached and asked if they or someone they knew would be willing to participate voluntarily in research about managing money. At the completion of each interview, informants were asked if they would facilitate an introduction to other people who might be willing to participate. To increase the range of experiences across race, gender, social class, and region in the sample, snowball sampling was supplemented with purposive sampling. For example, participant diversity was sought by identifying personal contacts across regions, through firms serving distinct socioeconomic classes (e.g., inner-city credit unions vs. high-net worth relationship managers), and through organizations with a predominant race composition (e.g., The Links vs. Junior League). Table 2 presents a brief synopsis characterizing each of the study's 49 participants.
In addition to diversity across class, race, and gender, I aimed to include diversity in other dimensions. A range of ages can reveal aspects of diversity not only by virtue of varying life stages but also with respect to different understandings of money. For example, people who came of age in the Depression era have different associations and experiences with money than those who came of age during the Internet boom. The people who participated in this study live in different regions of the continental United States, attesting that this study acknowledges the variation in cultural norms found between the East or West Coasts, the Midwest, and the South. Likewise, these people reflect various types and levels of asset ownership (e.g., homes, retirement, investments), education (e.g., high school dropouts to graduate and professional degrees), occupations (e.g., educators, business owners, physicians), family composition (e.g., single, married, cohabitating, divorced, widowed), and employment status (e.g., employed within or outside the home, retired). Furthermore, I sought participants with diverse employment and educational experiences because these attributes tend to result in variations of socioeconomic circumstance. Finally, participants often volunteered their social class, and self-disclosure of other factors allowed for triangulation of their self-assessment.
I employed a grounded theory approach and followed procedures outlined for this method (Strauss and Corbin 1998) . Data collection comprised nondirective interviews to capture emic experiences of monetary earmarks. These nondirective interviews began by asking informants to
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describe their first recollection of money. Interviews continued with inquiries into current experiences of money. Informant accounts were probed using emic terms to structure the interview. This approach provided an opportunity to understand the lived experience of the informants with respect to money (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989) . Interviews lasted between 90 minutes and three hours and were conducted in locations of convenience to informants. Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Member checking of transcribed interviews provided opportunities for clarification and follow-up. Data collection across informants continued until redundancy and saturation were achieved (Strauss and Corbin 1998) . Informants were provided pseudonyms, and narrative details (e.g., locations, family member names) were masked to maintain anonymity.
In parallel with data collection, codes for data analysis were identified and defined from the literature (e.g., cultural norms, social roles, cash money, credit money). Additional codes were identified and defined from emic accounts (e.g., emotions, obligations, fun money, set-aside money). A software package, Atlas.ti, was used to organize data and codes and to facilitate search. The data were interpreted hermeneutically, an iterative process of relating a part of the text to the whole (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989) . Each transcript was coded individually, followed by further analysis and coding across categories of earmarks and provisioning experiences (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989) . This analysis approach allowed for triangulation of experiences within and across accounts as well as for comparisons and contrasts as findings emerged.
Findings
The goal of this research is to explain how money, as a fungible resource, may be transformed into social and moral resources. This transformation occurs as a result of consumers' employment of prosaic or indexical earmarks in pursuit of provisioning. Two types of provisioning are evident: thrift provisioning, which reflects economizing to obtain requirements (Miller 1998) , and splurge provisioning, which reflects free spending to obtain indulgences. Figure 1 depicts a process for transforming fungible assets into moral or social resources. Table 1 shows the four categories of consumption goals that emerge from this process.
A transformation of fungible resources into moral resources emerges from allocations to prosaic or indexical earmarks that facilitate thrift provisioning. People who employ prosaic earmarks with thrift provisioning are more likely to enter the marketplace with economizing goalsthose that focus on extracting maximum value in an exchange. People who employ indexical earmarks with a thrift provisioning approach tend to enter with sustaining goals-those that emphasize maintaining status, be it a position, circumstance, or functional benefit. Economizing and sustaining goals are related to maintaining the status quo and may be viewed as doing what is just and right, thus transforming fungible resources into moral resources.
A transformation resulting in social resources manifests when fungible resources are allocated to either prosaic or indexical earmarks to facilitate splurge provisioning. People who employ prosaic earmarks in support of splurge provisioning tend to enter the marketplace with treating goalsthose related to periodic enjoyments or special pleasures, depicted here as indulgences. People who employ indexical earmarks and splurge provisioning are more likely to enter the marketplace with rewarding goals, which tend to be more extravagant experiences of pleasure, perhaps in support of attaining a milestone. Rewarding and treating goals are related to facilitating interactions with others (or the self) and may be viewed as nurturing interpersonal relation-
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ships, thus transforming fungible resources into social resources. It is through this process of singularization that money becomes moral in prescribing appropriate uses and social in conveying meaning.
Next, I elaborate on these relationships through my informants' emic experiences, including ascribing earmarks to money, approaching provisioning, and pursuing consumption goals. These components of the transformation process are presented individually, although more than one component is often evident within a single informant account. 
Ascribing Earmarks to Money
Money is allocated to earmarks that serve to convey desired intentions. These earmarks contribute to the transformation of money into a moral resource to fund acceptable courses of action or into a social resource to enable interpersonal interactions and relationships. Earmarks reflect priorities, and they provide guidance and feedback that allow for progress toward plans. The experience of earmarks is evident in American idioms recounted by my informants such as "saving for a rainy day" (Elizabeth) or "a penny saved is a penny earned" (Denzel). My informants experience earmarks as doing right or feeling right, as independent or interdependent, and as virtual or visible.
Earmarks as doing right or feeling right. My informants experience a sense of obligation with regard to allocations to prosaic earmarks versus a sense of enthusiasm and pleasure for allocations to indexical earmarks. More specifically, they tend to associate prosaic earmarks with notions of doing what is right, whereas indexical earmarks tend to invoke notions of feeling what is right. This pattern manifests in Melanie's articulation of how she experiences monetary allocations to acquire investment offerings versus shoes:
[Buying stocks] certainly provides a positive feeling in a different way. But it's certainly not the gratification of a new pair of shoes, quite frankly. I mean, it is a good feeling. I guess what I could compare it to is a hard workout. Like, it hurts a little bit, but you know it's good, as opposed to the big piece of chocolate cake that you really just want.... Once you work hard to save money, you want something you can enjoy. And you don't enjoy every day knowing your money is being saved. I mean, my husband enjoys that. I don't enjoy it as much. (Melanie) Melanie's allocations for savings are likely managed with prosaic earmarks-doing what is responsible-while those for shoes are likely managed with indexical earmarks-reflecting "feeling right" by contributing to a selfrelationship. Money earmarked for savings presumes its future allocation to acquire offerings and the perpetuation of consumption. Moreover, saving (a form of consumption) is deemed moral and therefore good in American society (Wilk 2001) . Earmarks for investments or savings tend to enable the generation of increases in money, its virtual reproduction, and thus should inspire excitement-or at least more than begrudging participation. Whereas others, such as Melanie's husband, may experience joy when ascribing earmarks to money for saving, Melanie does not. Thus, what engenders experiences of doing right versus feeling right as it relates to earmarks likely differs across individuals or circumstances.
Although earmarks provide a means to allocate resources, they also may be used to convey intentions. Prior research has provided evidence for the use of earmarks to facilitate social interactions (Commuri and Gentry 2005 Sexual activity, as well as drug, tobacco, and alcohol usage, are actions inextricably linked with notions of morality and tensions between doing right versus feeling right in American society. Right and wrong for each of these behaviors may be indicated by age, social contexts, and even laws. Florence equates money with sex, which emphasizes her belief that money utilization is a moral issue. She educates her children about money as she does sex, drugs, and alcohol, explaining that any one of them, when used improperly, may cause harm. More specifically, she provides incentives for her children to earmark money for their education, a desirable consumption goal within this family. These earmarks reflect family and individual consumption goals considered to be acceptable and desirable and, as such, reflect family membership and identity.
Like Florence, Pepi uses earmarks to communicate familial values he wants to instill in his children. Whereas Florence employs earmarks to communicate family morals in support of family membership, Pepi does so as a means to encourage his son's aspirations:
My whole deal with it is, do well in school. I mean, that's what I push constantly. My oldest one has done real good. He's taken it to heart. In fact, I should have never told him this, and that was a big mistake on my end [laughing] . I told him when he was a young guy, a little kid, I said, "Look. You just do your schoolwork, you work hard." Because he was talking about this in fifth grade, fourth grade, about going to Stanford. And his mother was saying about, "Well, you know what it costs and so forth." I said, "Look. You just work hard, you do well in school and everything, and I don't care where you want to go. That's my job to take care of that, so I don't care where you want to go." And he did that. Honor roll all the way through school, [advanced placement] classes, kept his nose clean, never got in trouble. (Pepi) For both Pepi and Florence's families, earmarks begin the transformation of fungible resources into both moral resources to support adherence to familial norms and social resources that represent intentions to reproduce those norms. This transformation is also influenced by the manner in which these families approach the marketplace for provisioning. More specifically, Florence describes how she emphasizes thrift provisioning with her children when shopping for discretionary items (e.g., new jeans from allowance or other income) while managing prosaic earmarks such that they pursue economizing goals. Conversely, Pepi's family manages indexical earmarks to support dreams and communicate encouragement while making available a wide range of college opportunities given his son's high academic performance. This may be viewed as splurge provisioning in conjunction with indexical earmarks such that Pepi pursues rewarding consumption goals.
Earmarks as independent or interdependent. Allocations of money may result in discreet or interrelated earmarks. Consider a couple who pursued artificial reproductive means to have children. They allocated resources to indexical earmarks in support of medical treatments that resulted in a successful pregnancy and the birth of twins. They continue to allocate monies to prosaic earmarks to fund the maintenance of the remaining embryos:
Alec: You know, when you go through the in vitro [fertilization] stuff, there's an awfully good chance you'll end up with leftover material-either eggs or embryos. And you have to, as a couple, make a decision about the disposition of that.
Liza: We just have a couple [embryos] left.... We said that we were going to donate [the eggs] to research.... We owe them a $500 storage fee.... But after we had these babies, I told Alec, you can also donate to infertile couples. And, I thought if we are going to have these healthy, beautiful babies, God, wouldn't it be a wonderful blessing for someone else to have one?
Attaining their goal of having a bigger family had unanticipated consequences that required action by Alec and Liza. Although they funded their pregnancy through indexical earmarks, they use prosaic earmarks to do what they believe is right (in terms of sharing their abundance of possibilities with others) as they maintain viable embryos in storage. They are undecided as to whether they should share their embryos to provide benefits to society through scientific research or to gift them to a couple trying to create a family. In this instance, it is evident how earmarks may be social and may influence a range of social relations as well as invoke varying conceptions of what is moral, including the fulfillment of dreams for unknown others.
Whereas interdependence between types of earmarks for Alec and Liza is illustrated in a singular situation, the notion of interdependence often comes into play as people consider various aspects of life in their planning. Consider Emma as she contemplates vacation:
The way I save money is to pretend like it doesn't even exist. I mean, I'll pull it out for a purpose. You know, once I go in and I look and I see how much it is. Like, okay, I want to take my daughter to the beach. Last year, we went on a cruise, and I took the money out of savings. We have the money. I mean, usually it's for fun stuff. But I keep enough in there in case something were to go wrong, like if she were to have to go into the hospital or we had extra bills we had to pay. But once it gets above what I consider a tiny safety net, we'll usually play with it, go somewhere. (Emma) Emma ensures she has sufficient resources available to address both planned and unplanned expenditures. In setting aside funds as prosaic earmarks, she includes surplus to prepare for unanticipated but necessary expenses. After attaining a desired level in prosaic earmarks, she directs funds to indexical earmarks for experiences that provide her and her daughter opportunities for enjoyment. Experiences
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People manage multiple earmarks, both prosaic and indexical, across many facets of their lives, which differentially contribute to the facilitation of social relationships. Earmarks may also be independent. Consider Alec as he contemplates how his experience of vacation with his wife Liza changed since the birth of their twins:
We've been wanting to go down and buy a place in Florida. And we know now we can't go-it's not convenient to pick up and go on holiday in Europe anymore. So you have to go to the [coast] somewhere. If it's close enough, we can take [our children]. So then you buy on the coast somewhere. (Alec) As the family identity changes, so do notions of what constitutes an acceptable vacation. Epp and Price (2011) find that people within families negotiate with one another to obtain family vacation experiences reflective of family identity. For this family, the experience of vacation is modified given the change in family composition and requirements. Alec continues to allocate money to earmarks in support of vacations; however, he and Liza are now evaluating alternatives to how they vacationed previously to accommodate each family member.
The notion of independence between earmarks is also evident as one informant seeks to clearly demarcate the end of one aspect of life and the beginning of another in preparation for marriage. Specifically, before marriage Greg wants to clearly convey through earmarks what is "mine" versus "ours" in the hopes that he will manage any potential future misunderstandings. Such demarcation recognizes that earmarks may be either independent or interdependent:
I talked to [my fiancée] about a prenup[tual agreement], and we went through that whole conversation, because we've got positive net worth on one side, my side, and negative net worth from student loans on the other side. It's a touchy subject, obviously, and people go through it. I'm not calling her a gold digger. There was never anything about that. It's just that I feel strongly that ... to date, to the day we get married, what I built to that time is not hers.... I mean, this isn't to be selfish or anything. I've thought a lot about it. Some people have always said, "Oh, that's greed. You're worrying about your money." It's not the money, it's the time. It's the time and the effort. I mean, nobody gave it to me, so I worked and I invested, sacrificed. And other people buy things, and I wasn't. And I can't replace that time. (Greg) As he prepares to marry, Greg sets expectations and establishes boundaries with his future wife through earmarksboth of ownership as well as use. These earmarks (supported with a legal document) communicate what Greg believes is right and afford him an opportunity to segregate funds to use as he chooses even after marriage. Although Greg goes on to say that funds accumulated as a couple will be jointly allocated, he is steadfast in his desire to manage separately monetary resources accumulated before marriage.
Earmarks as virtual or visible.
Although earmarks are most often viewed as something within the mind of the consumer, some people implement tangible markers to make their earmarks more explicit. Kelley discusses her use of bank accounts to make her earmarks visible:
[In high school] I played basketball, so I wanted every pair of gym shoes that college players had. My first real savings, and [the] thing I wanted was Georgetown Hoya gym shoes. They were gray and blue. They were, like, $79.00. That was a lot of money back then.... I had a couple of different savings categories.... I would save play money, and I considered that to go out with for entertainment and to eat. That was just one savings [account] . And then I had another account. I set all of these accounts up with the credit union that I've been with for years, and they took it out of my [checking] account automatically. I didn't even have to think about it or do it. I had three different accounts I set up. It was a savings, a money market, and my "play money," and then my checking that I paid my bills from. (Kelley) Kelley reflects on her youth and earmarks for athletic shoes as something beyond what she needed to maintain her daily living experience. Rather, those earmarks supported something she desired. As an adult, Kelley employs prosaic earmarks to address debts and indexical earmarks to facilitate enjoyment. More specifically, she manages to balance both the satisfaction of obligations through thrift provisioning and the pursuit of indulgences through splurge provisioning. In addressing responsibilities, such as the payment of utility bills and housing costs, Kelley is concerned with "taking care of business first." Although she has ample resources to address her diverse goals, she is mindful of doing what is right in addition to feeling right. Her experience of rightness stems from doing what is required to maintain her desired lifestyle before adding activities that make it uniquely hers, such as her preferred forms of entertainment (e.g., dining out, shopping for accessories).
Like Kelley and her accounts and Greg and his prenuptial agreement, many people employ visible earmarks; however, virtual earmarks are also evident. Consider parents who have two children-a son and a daughter. Tyler is preparing to marry the daughter, and he describes his future in-laws as sound financial managers who worked to transfer those capabilities to their children. The parents earmark resources in separate savings accounts to give to their children as they prepare to marry. The fiancé, Tyler, recounts the gift of money his future in-laws gave to their daughter upon her engagement: 
ever buy a house," and for her, "This was for your wedding." (Tyler) Weddings in America are estimated to cost $30,000 on average (XO Group Inc. 2014). These celebratory events are the ceremonial beginning of new family units, complete with a communal feast and outfitting of homesteads (Bradford and Sherry 2013). After this indexical earmark was given to Tyler and his fiancée, it was to be used for a wedding, with resources well beyond the average cost of such an event, thus encouraging splurge provisioning. The resulting consumption goal is likely that of rewarding, in that the daughter may interpret an unspoken message that she and her fiancé may acquire extravagances.
Notably, although the parents provided equivalent resources for their son and their daughter, the expectation of how each child might use the resources reflects gendered notions of money management (Commuri and Gentry 2005) . Money for the daughter is made available to join two families in marriage, a modern day bridewealth or dowry, whereas money for the son is provided presumably to welcome a future wife with a home. These earmarks thus reinforce American social norms of what brides versus grooms (and their respective families) provide to support new family units (Bradford and Sherry 2013) . Furthermore, each monetary earmark reinforces gender roles and an idealized social order in American society as well as the social hierarchy within the family. Whereas the daughter is encouraged to spend lavishly on her wedding, Tyler shares that his brother-in-law is provided the gift along with the name of the father's preferred real estate agent such that the brotherin-law may extract the most value possible from the $50,000 gift. Thus, the brother-in-law's home search more likely reflects thrift provisioning. The resulting consumption goal is likely that of economizing in that the son may be expected to acquire the most value for the least cost. These monies are thus singularized on several dimensions, conveying a moral order incorporating family relationships, social roles, and family and cultural norms.
Earmarks serve as both a limiting and a motivating factor. The transformation of fungible resources begins with earmarks because people allocate resources to pursue an ideal of what is appropriate in a given context or to support interpersonal interactions and nurture relationships. Although it would be presumed that prosaic earmarks result in the transformation of fungible resources into moral ones and indexical earmarks into social resources, the experiences of these informants provide insight into a more nuanced process that also includes the approach people take to provisioning.
Approaching Provisioning
People engage in provisioning to accomplish more than merely the acquisition of offerings (Miller 1998; Tauber 1972) . Miller (1998) finds that most provisioning focuses on thrift, whereby money saved now may be spent in the future. In that same study, Miller submits that most shopping experiences include some type of reward either for the person doing the shopping or for others. The present research characterizes thrift provisioning as one approach to shopping, in which people aim to obtain requirements within their lived experiences well within designated earmarks. In addition, I find evidence for splurge provisioning, defined here as provisioning that contributes some degree of excess, extravagance, or indulgence in a person's lived experience. Next, I present experiences of thrift and splurge provisioning as well as influences to provisioning approaches.
Thrift and splurge provisioning. Consumer experiences highlight two primary approaches to provisioning in the market, as exemplified by Kelley:
You can play hard, but you've got to work hard and you need to save and think about tomorrow, too. I'm a huge advocate of thinking about tomorrow.... I'm providing [my son] with a roof, clothes. I'm not going to overdo it, but just the basic things he will receive. He will have to work for that, 'cause he needs to understand value, the meaning, the need. (Kelley) In acknowledging her different approaches to provisioning for her son, Kelley focuses on fundamentals of care for which she and her husband are accountable. In contrast, she later describes the desire to "play hard" as pursuits of entertainment and its associated thrills, which are special and indulgent. Although she is adamant about providing for her son, her approach is that of thrift provisioning, in which the emphasis is on meeting requirements. In contrast, her approach to pursuing entertainment for herself and her family foregrounds experiences of joy and pleasure reflective of splurge provisioning.
Kelley also describes how earmarks and the relationships to different forms of provisioning influence her perception of her resources: Kelley employs thrift provisioning to support acquisitions of food to stock her refrigerator and pantry-compliance to an American social norm which expects that parents should provide foodstuffs to nourish their children. This practice acknowledges that although food is sustenance, all food is not equal in experience or meaning. Likewise, Kelley engages splurge provisioning to support dining outside the home, thereby providing an indulgent means of obtaining nutrition that may be associated with receiving a treat. Notably, when she has exhausted her earmarks in support of splurge provisioning, she does not reallocate excesses from earmarks that support thrift provisioning. Rather, she adapts
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her consumption pattern to use what is available in her earmarks for thrift provisioning.
Prior research has shown that people employ thrift provisioning as a means of creating surplus, which is then saved for special forms of consumption (Cappellini and Parsons 2013; Miller 1998) . Furthermore, such windfalls are more likely employed for indulgences (Belk and Wallendorf 1990) . Research also suggests that people may access such surplus to support unplanned purchases that are prompted by in-store promotions (Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b) . In this research, I find that people who generate surpluses may manage them as windfalls and that such windfalls may support thrift or splurge provisioning. Consider Tess, a young single mother, who uses her income taxes as a form of savings account. Instead of taking allowable deductions for herself and her daughter, she takes none to ensure receipt of an income tax refund: Tess creates a visible earmark in the form of tax payments. She then employs thrift provisioning to acquire a car in lieu of splurge provisioning to obtain new clothing. In addition, thrift provisioning for the car delivers surplus that is used to supplement their daily living. Thus, Tess earmarks tax payments to create surpluses for future consumption.
Whereas Tess barely makes ends meet, Emery, her husband, and their two children live comfortably. Emery's parents were financially secure, and they created college funds for each of their children in lieu of spending on what they perceived to be extravagances-new clothes for each of their three daughters. Indeed, Emery recalls what she perceives to be a deficit in her upbringing: the ever-present hand-me-downs from older sisters. She describes how she now approaches provisioning as a means to fortify and sustain her self-image:
I really like to go shopping now, because when I was little, I wore [my sister's] hand-me-downs. I don't remember getting a new thing until I was like in maybe in fifth grade! Which is not true, but that's what I felt. So, when I started making money, it was like, "Oh, nothing can stop me now!" I want to be able to buy new things. (Emery) Though Emery can never eradicate her childhood experiences, she seeks to right those perceived wrongs in adulthood with earmarks intended specifically for maintaining a fashionable wardrobe as a means of conveying self-worth and supporting her well-being. Emery later shares her experience of shopping while out of town for a conference. She chose to shop in a specific store given her participation in their loyalty program. As a result of this participation, she accrued a benefit that afforded her an opportunity to acquire one more outfit than planned, a form of stockpiling. When acquiring clothing for herself, she tends to employ indexical earmarks in support of self-worth, and her provisioning approach is more closely aligned with that of thrift.
The windfall Emery experienced resulted in a form of stockpiling. Whereas Emery's windfall occurred through a benefit provided by the retailer, Megan experiences a windfall exemplary of how it is depicted in the literature (Belk and Wallendorf 1990 ; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010a):
My parents have always just felt strongly that you don't give money as gifts.... If they did do it, because they did do money, it was for something very, very specific. And, if it wasn't for something that specific, it would be, like, a rolled-up computer certificate that would say, "A Day of Shopping with Mom!" You know, something like that. Then it was still an experience together and not just, "Here's money. Go to the mall with your friends." (Megan) These informants' experiences provide additional insights into how windfalls may be designated with similar earmarks, though they result in distinct forms of provisioning. Whereas Emery obtains a windfall that she designates with an indexical earmark and employs in thrift provisioning, Megan employs the windfall stemming from her indexical earmarks for splurge provisioning.
Provisioning approaches may differ in their manifestation. For one couple celebrating 50 years of marriage with a cruise vacation, splurge provisioning manifests when they invite and partially fund their family's travel expenses to join them. Brad and his wife, with decades of provisioning under their belts, allocate resources to a celebration of family with their children and grandchildren. Through this vacation they aim to solidify family identity (Epp and Price 2011) and perhaps extend their family legacy. Thus, they employ indexical earmarks along with splurge provisioning:
We're going on a family cruise for our 50th anniversary in November. So we booked all these rooms and we got them really close together. Well, just recently, our daughter decided her husband really wanted a balcony room. Ours were not balcony rooms because they were more expensive. So, two of the grandgirls are staying with us and two are staying with them. So they moved up the ship several decks and they have a balcony and we're still down there. So [when] we go on the cruise, the two girls in our room are going to say, "This is not fair."... This cruise we're going on, we're paying part of each family's cruise. They actually have more money than we do, but we're paying! (Brad) Brad and his wife earmark monies to partially pay for everyone's vacation, and through their initial earmarks they influence their children's earmarks. Brad and his wife want to celebrate the family they have nurtured for more than five decades by pursuing rewarding consumption goals emergent from indexical earmarks and splurge provisioning. Brad and his wife believe they are indulging; however, he anticipates that his daughter (and grandchildren) might not view it as such given that Brad does not have a room with a balcony. Thus, available resources (or socioeconomic class) may influence the degree to which one experiences splurge provisioning.
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One informant, Carol, shares that she and her husband tend to focus on thrift provisioning to create surplus for their daughter's private school education. As their daughter is now about to transition from high school to college, they prepare to send her off:
There's lots of goals. My most important goal now is [to pay off] the credit card. But now I'm saving money towards my daughter's graduation. She graduates next year in 20 [XX] and my goal is to save $2,0[XX] for her graduation gift. I've already got that set down, like, divided by 12 or whatever, and I need it by this time, so that's actually in motion right now. I want her to do whatever she wants to do with that. Knowing her, she's not going to spend it all. She'll spend some on books and music. That's her thing, books and music. We all have our three different libraries in our house. So, she loves books and music. (Carol) Carol and her husband's experience illustrates that people employ earmarks to prioritize actions they want to pursue: the couple leverages one earmark to celebrate the milestone of their daughter's education and another to address nearterm priorities with respect to Carol's credit card debt. Such priorities are constrained by available money and influence what may be acquired. Thrift and splurge provisioning are evident in both everyday and extraordinary experiences. I find that people experience provisioning primarily as thrift when the focus is on saving, and as splurge when the focus is on indulgence.
Influences to provisioning approaches. Many factors may influence people's approach to provisioning, including their social address, which comprises their chronological place in life as well as how (e.g., religion, socioeconomic status) and where (e.g., geography, culture) they grew up (Bronfenbrenner 1986) . Consider Richard, the son of a successful entrepreneur, who grew up on the West Coast, as he describes his college experience:
[My dad] gave my sister and I $2,000 to invest in any stocks,... this would have to be when I was in high school.... When I was at [college, my dad] bought a condo in [that city] as an investment. I was supposed to manage the condo and move in-at that time, a rotation of 20 guys-and collect rent and everything else. (Richard) In addition, Richard describes his father as an African American man who tried to prove himself as successful to avoid being judged by the color of his skin. Richard believes that his father's drive to be perceived as successful pushed not only his father but himself as well. This is reflected in his approaches to provisioning while he was a landlord. Although he had no desire to manage property, he accepted the role and handled the investment judiciously throughout his college career, which often meant attending to building maintenance in lieu of partying with friends. Thus, he describes care for the real estate primarily as thrift provisioning because the investment was to generate profit. In addition, when he had opportunities to relax with friends, the emphasis was on splurge provisioning, in which he sought relaxation and enjoyment through indulgences.
In addition to parental influence, one's stage in the life cycle also influences provisioning approaches. Emery married and started her family in her 30s. She and her husband then aimed to buy a home for themselves and their hopedfor family. She describes her approach to provisioning with respect to a home as influenced not only by how she grew up but also by her age and occupation as a medical professional:
With the purchase of a house was that there were certain things I did not want to compromise on.... It wasn't like I was 25 buying a house. I was 34 buying a house, and buying my first house. So it had to be something that I felt reflected me, reflected our hard work. Oh, [my family] always had nice houses. You know, it's interesting. My dad, because he's an excellent saver, [believed] that you bought things of quality and you held onto them for a long time. So we always had a nice car, but it wasn't like we had a nice car every three years. We had a nice car that was going to last for eight to ten years. My parents bought a nice house in [an exclusive area] that still is a nice house. (Emery) Emery's family of origin, life stage, and the image she believes she and her husband should project all influence her home purchase. She and her husband acquired the home before having children, though they assessed the neighborhood for playmates, schools, and their ability to live in the home through to retirement. It is thus likely that people approach provisioning in accordance with social addresses that comprise their pasts, presents, and anticipated futures.
One's approach to provisioning also may be influenced more generally by others in a buying, social, or familial situation. The self or others may impose pressure to approach provisioning as thrift or splurge. Chris recognizes the privilege of having parents who ensured that ample available resources would be available for his college education:
[My parents] had been saving since I was a kid, a baby, to put me through school, so they had a lot of money set aside for school. That was just a given, you know. The money was there [when] I needed [it] . [Higher education] was a real value around the house. It was just not a question.... I see so many families struggle to get a college education, and I just took it for granted. But I value it a heck of a lot more now than I did as a kid. Well, when we got a niece in our lives, we checked out 529 plans [investment plans designed to encourage saving for a beneficiary's higher education]. So we could start help for [my wife's] sister, start a plan for that. We see it as a value, pretty strong, just because education is just a precious commodity. (Chris) Provisioning may reflect a desire to order things as they should be-in this instance, the access to funded education. The provisioning approach Chris employs is one of thrift because he and his wife seek an option that provides maximum returns, even as each fund ultimately provides tax-free monies to the recipient for college. Chris's approach to this instance of provisioning is influenced by his parents. Though the benefit is for a niece (vs. his own child), he anticipates his effort being replicated for successive generations.
While influence from parents to children is common, provisioning influences are also found from adult children to their parents. Consider Kenneth, a retired widower who approached most provisioning as thrift in his role as father
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and family provider. His married adult children encourage him to consider splurge provisioning:
My kids were always telling me, particularly after my wife died, "Go out and enjoy yourself, Dad. You made [the money], you enjoy it." 'Cause I was pretty tight. I'd drive a car for ten years with no problem. If it meant getting something fixed in the house, "No, that's no problem, I'll do it." I'll just spend that time instead of paying someone to come do it. And I've always been that way, I guess. I'm just worried I'd lose it some way.... My daughter was going out to buy a new car. And we went to the Chevrolet dealership, went to the Ford dealership, and it was right across from the Cadillac dealership and a Lincoln dealership.... And she took me across there. And I'm sitting there saying, "I don't need to do this." I test-drove her Lincoln. I said, "Now, I know it's nice." Then I got back, and she went over and test-drove a Cadillac. "Isn't this good, Dad? Doesn't this feel good? You deserve to do something for yourself. You never do anything for yourself. You always do it for us." I left there buying a Cadillac! And I tell you, I enjoyed it. I can go to the beach and put everything in it, and cruise down there, and it's so comfortable! I said, "I don't believe I did this!" (Kenneth)
Kenneth's roles as husband, father, and provider lead him to focus on thrift in provisioning. Yet, with permission and encouragement from his adult daughter, he experiences a new excitement in splurge provisioning. Although his children are married adults, he has yet to release himself from the requirement to save in all things to provide for his family. Only with permission from his daughter is it acceptable to him to pursue a personal indulgence. Notably, this permission implies an acknowledgement of a shift in generational responsibilities. As an adult, the daughter, who has primary accountability for herself, conveys that to her father with the encouragement to experience indulgenceone that is deserved given his years of thrift. Whereas Kenneth once relied primarily on prosaic earmarks and thrift provisioning resulting in economizing consumption goals, he now embraces prosaic earmarks and splurge provisioning, which yield treating consumption goals.
Pursuing Consumption Goals
Earmarks may convey affection within relationships (Bradford 2009), a characteristic that, when joined with provisioning approaches, influences consumption goals. Informant experiences provide evidence of four consumption goals emerging from these influences: economizing, sustaining, treating, and rewarding. These goals are most often satisfied by a combination of offerings and related consumer activity.
Economizing consumption goals. Economizing consumption goals reflect prosaic earmarks with thrift provisioning. The primary objective of these goals is to extract the most value. Informants often articulate this notion as they share experiences of attaining greater value from smaller allocations. Consider Krystal's reflection on her father's caretaking of the family not from salary but rather gratuities:
My dad was a sky captain for [airline name].... [W]e never really knew what my father earned annually, because we lived solely on his tips. My dad was good enough at his job, and he had a good personality, [such] that his checks were miniscule in comparison to his tips. His tips sent us all [she and her siblings] to private school. We all got to vacation. We had that airline discount and hotel discount. We had an entirely different standard of living, just based on how he worked hard. One of my earliest memories is my father just got out of work, he'd come home, and he'd put all his money on the table, and my mother would count and sort it. (Krystal) Krystal describes how gratuities became prosaic earmarks for thrift provisioning. This resulted in economizing consumption goals that were satisfied by acquisitions to support daily living for the family. Vacations are realized through economizing consumption goals such that resources are maximized through deals available due to employment status. Moreover, those vacations reflect rewarding consumption goals emerging from indexical earmarks for family activities while on vacation and splurge provisioning acknowledging the specialness of time away from home. There is further evidence of indexical earmarks for thrift provisioning that yield sustaining consumption goals (discussed next) that are satisfied through the attainment of education at private schools.
Sustaining consumption goals. Sustaining consumption goals reflect indexical earmarks that are employed in connection with thrift provisioning. The objective of these goals is to maintain status, be it a position, circumstance, or functional benefit. Consider Dale and his wife, who have adult children and young grandchildren. Dale has legal guardianship of his deceased sister's adult son, who will require care for the remainder of his life. Although there are governmental assistance programs available for this nephew, Dale considers it his responsibility to establish and maintain a comprehensive care system that will remain intact even after Dale is deceased:
I have a nephew who is mentally deficient-he has a mental problem. He can't work anymore. He's about 45 years or so now. We've finally got him on social security disability. But I have to be sure that when I'm gone, that someone would look after him. And, maybe I would put a little money away in a small trust that would earn a little bit of interest to supplement his social security. I have to do that with someone in my family.... It's my late sister's son. She'd have done the same thing for me, I'm sure, if the situation had ever been reversed. (Dale) In devising a plan to provide for his nephew's future, Dale creates earmarks to address gaps between what social security will be able to provide and what he feels is required to ensure that his nephew is well cared for. Dale's earmarking of funds to supplement social security reflects his sense of relationship. More specifically, the composite of the priorities reflected in earmarks for his plan illustrate his sense of duty resulting from his sibling relationship and paternal role as well as social norms for sibling support, care of the mentally challenged, and government funds for care. These priorities reflect norms from the broader culture (e.g., parents' care for children), as well as those unique to social groups (e.g., family) and circumstances (e.g., health).
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Treating consumption goals. Treating consumption goals reflect prosaic earmarks employed for splurge provisioning. Here, the primary objective is to experience special pleasure or indulgence within the course of daily living. In my informants' experiences, these goals manifest as relatively small expenditures. Recall Carol, who strives to save both to pay down debt and to buy a graduation gift for her daughter. Here, she describes her shot glass collection:
I'm a shot glass collector. That kind of motivates me, because I go to different stores, and my friends know that, "Oh, Carol, I know, [get her] a shot glass." Every time they go someplace, [they get me a] shot glass. I get joy out of that. I just collect shot glasses. It was so weird, because when I first started, I said, "Well, I probably won't travel that much, so I'll just get a shot glass where I know I'm not going to be able to go." Then it started becoming a real obsession-different types of shot glasses, and different colors. I have almost 500 shot glasses now. (Carol) Although vacations may be beyond her reach, Carol can vicariously experience them through purchases (and gifts) of shot glasses. These glasses are a fraction of the cost of a vacation and most any other memorabilia. Yet, for Carol, these glasses are a form of indulgence emerging from splurge provisioning that enables her to experience something special, if only in the representation of another's vacation.
Rewarding consumption goals. Rewarding consumption goals result from indexical earmarks tied to splurge provisioning. The objective of these goals is to acknowledge milestones, events, or simply whimsical desires to impart joy. Consider Melanie's experience of receiving money with indexical earmarks intended to support splurge provisioning to acknowledge two significant milestones-her birthday and senior year spring break:
So for senior year, my birthday was just before spring break. My parents gave me several hundred dollars to go away on spring break with my friends, with the bills fanned out in a jewelry kind of box with a bow, and a little card that my mom had printed out with palm trees and everything. It's Spring Break Money. So that really makes me feel like it's a gift. And it's obviously memorable. That was many years ago now. (Melanie) Gifts of money are imbued with meaning by gift givers, and those meanings are conveyed to gift recipients, with an effort made to focus attention on the sentimental versus exchange value (Bradford 2009 ). Melanie's parents paid for the trip itself and also earmarked money for Melanie to use while on the trip as a means of ensuring that the experience is one of indulgence. Thus, fungible money receives an indexical earmark and is intended for splurge provisioning, which together yield rewarding consumption goals.
Managing multiple consumption goals. As evident in Krystal's account of her father's skycap earnings, people simultaneously navigate multiple goals and prioritize them in relation to available resources. This notion is commonplace in informants' accounts, as illustrated here: All of my children have always been aware of my money situation, because I think I have to verbalize it with them so they realize that money doesn't grow on trees. We are struggling, but it's a good struggle. It's an okay struggle. We'll make it, but it's not easy.... My mom's funny, 'cause I told her, if I can, I wanted to get hardwood floors in the kitchen. But I just haven't been able to do it for many years yet. And she's funny, because she'll say, "Do you have at least six months' mortgage saved? Because if you do, if you've at least got that, you go ahead and get that floor."... No, I don't have six months saved. That's why I can't get the floor!... You cannot just splurge every day of your life. I mean, some people maybe can. Okay, I can't. I'll speak for myself. I can't splurge every day of my life. (Denise) Denise recalls a childhood in which she had "just the basics, nothing frivolous." As an adult, she is a single mother of four children, and she encounters many financial challenges that often limit her to thrift provisioning, although she eagerly anticipates opportunities for splurge provisioning. Furthermore, she allocates funds to prosaic earmarks before indexical earmarks. Her prosaic earmarks and thrift provisioning result in economizing consumption goals, which enable her to meet the regular expenditures of her family. When employing thrift provisioning with prosaic earmarks, economizing consumption goals emerge such that people are more likely to seek deals for offerings utilized in foundational aspects of their daily lives. Although Denise would like to experience splurge provisioning more frequently, she is limited to treating consumption goals because her resources are very restricted and usually only allow for periodic indulgences (e.g., organic brown rice) rather than rewarding consumption goals, which tend to be more extravagant experiences of pleasure (e.g., installing hardwood floors).
The identification of consumption goals begins with an assessment of possibilities that emerge from internal and market sources. Therefore, people also must prioritize conflicting goals. For example, a person may find himself in a situation in which he is challenged to prioritize the pursuit of health goals and financial goals (Haws and Winterich 2013) . In the present research, financial goals are not assumed to be separate from or in competition with other goals but, rather, are integral to the manifestation of goals because they most often encompass consumption. Goals manifest in outcomes as people convert aspirations into specific actions by setting aside money to pursue them.
General Discussion
This research provides insights to marketing practitioners and scholars with an explanation of how money, as a fungible resource, is transformed into moral and social resources through earmarks and approaches to provisioning. I provide a critique to Becker (1981) with an explanation of how households manage multiple approaches to family budgeting simultaneously, beyond utility maximization. I also contribute an extension of Miller's (1998) approach to provisioning to include both thrift and splurge provisioning. Furthermore, I present a codification of consumption goals
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that result from the relationship between earmarks and provisioning approaches.
First, this study contributes an explanation of how earmarks influence the experience of home such that it is not necessarily bound by location. Thus, home may be better understood as context-relevant social relations that link households across locations and generations through shared norms, in support of specific instances of collective effort. Contrary to prior research that has theorized family budgets as utility maximizing (Becker 1981) , I find that earmarks, one form of budget allocating, likely emerge from perceived obligations and desires for interpersonal relationships in the context of family relations, values, and identity. Through earmarks, people (1) convey expectations to others within the familial unit, (2) experience belonging, and (3) affirm commitment to the unit. Earmarks provide opportunities to amass resources, generate surpluses, and determine acceptable conditions in which surpluses might be redirected. These earmarks reflect experiences of rightness as feelings or actions that influence not only experiences of earmarks but also resulting consumption goals. Earmarks may manifest as visible (e.g., bank accounts, envelopes) or virtual (e.g., in the minds of consumers), though either manifestation seems effective. As communication vehicles, each earmark may be viewed as distinct; however, each is most likely intertwined with other earmarks, reflecting a complex set of relationships and associated goals people manage in daily living.
Second, I extend prior conceptualizations of shopping as provisioning. Although many may view shopping as a form of entertainment, the majority of shopping has been identified as thrift provisioning in which the fantasy of saving through spending materializes (Miller 1998; Tauber 1972) . To prior conceptualizations, I contribute an approach to provisioning termed "splurge provisioning," which is the perception of freely employing resources to obtain indulgences (i.e., special or extraordinary offerings beyond the range of offerings typically encountered in everyday living). Thrift and splurge provisioning approaches likely lie on a continuum (vs. a dichotomy) such that marketplace experiences may encompass each approach to a greater or lesser degree. Nonetheless, it is evident that the predominant approach, coupled with a distinct earmark, differentially influences the types of consumption goals that manifest.
Third, a pattern emerges from the relationship between earmarks and provisioning approaches that yields four types of consumption goals: economizing, sustaining, treating, and rewarding (see Figure 1) . Economizing consumption goals emerge from prosaic earmarks and thrift provisioning, while sustaining consumption goals emerge from indexical earmarks and thrift provisioning. Whereas the former focuses on the extraction of value, the latter involves maintaining a situation, role, value, or benefit. Becker's (1981) view of earmarks as utility maximizing may be evident with economizing consumption goals, though not likely as evident in other goals, for which exchange value is less prominent. Treating consumption goals emerge from prosaic earmarks and splurge provisioning, whereas rewarding consumption goals emerge from indexical earmarks and splurge provisioning. Treating consumption goals focus on temporary enjoyment not necessarily associated with any specific reason and likely convey affection between people (or to the self), whereas rewarding consumption goals emphasize indulgence in conjunction with milestones or events that support interpersonal relationships. As evident through emic accounts, people likely manage multiple consumption goals.
Together, these contributions explain how fungible resources become social or moral resources through allocations to earmarks and approaches to provisioning. Prior research has provided evidence that fungible resources may be transformed into social resources, thus enabling interactions between people within particular roles (Commuri and Gentry 2005) . Although that research depicts how monetary allocations may provide opportunities to negotiate social interactions, an account of how fungible resources more specifically transform into different types of resources is missing. In the present research, I find that fungible resources may transform into moral resources through thrift provisioning with either prosaic or indexical earmarks. The pursuit of consumption with a thrift provisioning approach foregrounds notions of rightness through careful attention to the extraction of value (as with economizing consumption goals) or through concern with maintaining the status quo on any number of dimensions from family values to functional performance (as with sustaining consumption goals). Furthermore, fungible resources may transform into social resources through splurge provisioning with either prosaic or indexical earmarks. Consumption derived from a splurge provisioning approach foregrounds the importance of relationships through unexpected pleasure interwoven into daily experience (as with treating consumption goals) or through a focus on acknowledging milestones in support of interpersonal relationships (as with rewarding consumption goals).
Marketing scholars and practitioners alike work to understand the impacts of marketing actions by examining consumer behaviors. Recent research has explored consumer behavior in the shopping context, finding a role for preshopping factors in marketplace exchanges (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010a) . That research acknowledges such preshopping factors as shopping trip goals, associated earmarks for specific trips, and categories of purchases on shopping trips. Other research has found that consumers may employ different types of earmarks in support of consumption (Bradford 2009 ). Provisioning, the majority of shopping, is often viewed as a monolithic experience. To that literature, I contribute an understanding of different approaches to shopping that influence consumer behavior: thrift provisioning and splurge provisioning. Thrift provisioning is related to expense management, whereas splurge provisioning is aligned with that which customizes the lived experience through relationships. Whereas the prevailing literature has provided an understanding of earmarks in relation to their use, the present study explains how earmarks, together with provisioning approaches, transform fungible resources and influence how consumers engage with the marketplace. In
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this study, I find that fungible resources are transformed into social and moral resources through earmarks and provisioning approaches that result in distinct types of consumption goals. Together, these factors create four highlevel consumer goals that guide people as they shop in the marketplace to satisfy those goals through consumption.
Implications for Managers
Preshopping factors-things consumers do before entering the market, such as making lists and creating earmarksinfluence what consumers do in the marketplace and are acknowledged in both scholarship and practice. In particular, marketers have found that promotions may encourage consumers to deviate from shopping lists and overall shopping budgets (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011; Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink 2010) . Whereas that research considers categorical budgets reflective of consumer goals (e.g., food, clothing), the present research finds that consumers are more likely to enter the marketplace with economizing, sustaining, treating, and rewarding consumption goals that reflect their lived experience.
An important advance in this study is that consumers may employ any offering to sate one of the four consumption goals. More specifically, a person may pursue distinct offerings within a single product category to satisfy any of the consumer goals. For example, consider coffee drinkers, who may have run out of coffee at home and thus add it to their grocery list. If they aim to satisfy an economizing goal, they may opt to purchase one of three brands they use because it is the one that is currently on promotion. If, however, they aim to satisfy a sustaining goal, they are more likely to purchase their regular brand because they prefer a known outcome. Consumers who are satisfying a treating goal may buy a cup of coffee at a retail outlet, whereas those satisfying a rewarding goal may want to have an experience along with the cup of coffee and opt to enjoy the cup while relaxing at a café.
Each consumer goal poses unique market opportunities for firms (see Table 1 ). For example, with economizing goals, it is important that firms understand who their consumers are and the circumstances that may lead them to a focus on utility maximization. Offerings that may be difficult to differentiate (e.g., bread, detergent) or that share common attributes across brands (e.g., no high-fructose corn syrup, dye-free) may result in consumers preferring several brands that they perceive to be interchangeable. Marketing managers informed by this understanding have an opportunity to leverage periodic promotions to remain a part of a purchase rotation for people satisfying economizing goals because these consumers are more likely to be loyal to a few offerings (vs. a single offering). An example of such a promotion is using social media to promote loyalty through invitations to participate in activities that generate opportunities to save and thus increase the consumer's ability to satisfy economizing consumption goals.
When people pursue sustaining goals in the market, they seek consistency. The key for firms is to understand how consistency is defined and experienced by their customers. For some, consistency may reflect attributes consumers have come to rely on; therefore, changes in formulation may be problematic (e.g., New Coke, McDonald's change of cooking oil for French fries). For others, consistency may be most salient in product form (e.g., liquid laundry detergent vs. pods), or it may be that the presence of the brand is perceived to be integral to and characteristic of privileged gatherings (e.g., Solo cups at a tailgate, JetPuffed marshmallows on sweet potato casserole at Thanksgiving). Therefore, it is necessary that firms understand those aspects of their offerings that contribute to consistent experiences of the brand within consumption contexts and communicate not only those attributes but also their contributions to experiences of consistency. Such communications may further engender repeated purchase and use.
Economizing goals may lead to stockpiling as a result of promotions, and sustaining goals also may result in stockpiling. This research extends prior work that finds that consumers may stockpile as a result of deal seeking (Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b) . Recall Emery, who leveraged her loyalty program benefits to acquire an additional outfit during a shopping trip. She entered the market with sustaining goals related to self-presentation and self-image, and because of accruing surplus in her earmarks, she essentially stockpiles. Krystal's parents, however, satisfy a range of consumption goals and, in doing so, aim to create surplus that they then convert to rewarding consumption goals (i.e., family vacations) and sustaining consumption goals (i.e., education of their children). Stockpiling is more likely to result when accrued surplus is limited to a purchase location or circumstance, whereas the pursuit of alternative consumption goals are more likely when accrued surplus is transferred from the consumption setting in which they were accrued to another.
People who aim to address treating goals emphasize whimsy and experiences of momentary delight through consumption. It is important for firms to assess when consumers may employ their offering to sate treating goals. Although it may be obvious to position discretionary offerings (e.g., candy) as perfect for such occasions, treating goals may also be addressed with other offerings when positioned as something that provides an escape. For example, showers (or baths) tend to be regular grooming rituals for which brands may be incorporated as treats (e.g., Calgon's "Take Me Away" slogan, Axe's "The Cleaner You Are/ The Dirtier You Get" market message). Given that satiation of treating goals may be fleeting, people may more readily seek known offerings that they are more confident will provide an experience of escape and joy.
The pursuit of rewarding goals focuses on acknowledgment and memorialization of milestones or holidays. For example, there are greeting cards for almost every holiday (some of which consumers believe have been created by stationers themselves); however, people participate in many types of celebrations for recognizing and rewarding milestones (e.g., marathon completion, professional status changes, lunar/solar eclipses, intramural tournaments). It is necessary for marketers to understand roles for celebration as part of life's rituals that not only occur for major life cycle changes but also commemorate successes within the Beyond Fungible / 95 course of daily living. For example, cake pans in the form of Christmas Santa and candy canes, Easter eggs, Valentine's Day hearts, and Halloween pumpkins are available as adjuncts to the celebration of common holidays. There also are cake pan shapes that may be unique to people's interests, such as a mini paw print, a cake pop, a shoe (e.g., running, tennis, golf, basketball, hiking), Hello Kitty, or a football stadium (complete with fans). By understanding the varying types of celebrations in which consumers engage, firms have an opportunity to assess where their offerings may fit into such commemorations and identify potential complementary offerings that may be employed to create a complete experience.
Limitations and Further Research
The focus of this research is on money, primarily as cash. However, people manage a range of resources in support of consumption in the marketplace. In addition to monetary resources, it is likely that consumers employ earmarks to manage credit, time, calories, and shopping. Credit is a vehicle that enables people to accelerate possession of offerings in advance of having available cash for the purchase. Research has found that consumers employ credit to attain desired offerings representative of specific lifestyles (Bernthal, Crockett, and Rose 2005; Peñaloza and Barnhart 2011) . In addition, it is likely that people earmark credit and the resulting accumulation of debt differently than the ways in which credit may be positioned in the market. Time is marked by socially agreed on measures of minutes, days, and years-which, by their nature, are perishable (Jacoby, Szybillo, and Berning 1976) . People recognize that time cannot be stored and thus allocate time to achieve their desired goals (Bergadaà 1990) . In a given 24-hour period, people may allocate time for work, personal care, rest, and leisure. It is likely that people employ prosaic earmarks for time spent completing work and chores, whereas indexical earmarks allocate time for nurturing relationships or pursuing hobbies. Such allocations have been noted by health care scholars, who have found that people separately track support they have given to and received from others as distinct from the support they receive from clinicians (Hamilton and Sandelowski 2003) . Likewise, managing food intake on the basis of energy output may be a form of earmark. In addition to what is necessary for energy, people also may accumulate calories as a way to engage socially (Cappellini and Parsons 2013; Wallendorf and Arnould 1991) . What types of earmarks are employed for different resources? Under what conditions are surpluses of one type of resource transferable to other types of earmarks? Further research is warranted to examine roles for earmarks across each type of resource employed by consumers in the marketplace and the potential relationships between them.
Scholars have found that consumers bring specific goals to the market that may support broader goals they have for their lives (Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999; Devezer et al. 2014; Epp and Price 2011; Haws and Winterich 2013) . Furthermore, goal attainment is tied to consumer compliance with plans as well as success with supporting goals (Dellande, Gilly, and Graham 2004; Devezer et al. 2014) . For example, research has found that people pursuing weight loss goals employ support mechanisms such as making a public commitment to their goal and sharing progress reports (Dellande, Gilly, and Graham 2004) . Whereas specific goals may be related and contribute to higher-level goals, research has suggested that financial goals may compete with other goals (Haws and Winterich 2013) . In this research, I identify four consumption goals that manifest from a relationship between earmarks and provisioning approaches. These goals likely encompass complementary as well as competing priorities that are orchestrated through earmarks. How do consumers manage these priorities? What are the implications of consumers having competing goals, for which some go unfunded? Further research is warranted to explore the relationship between goals, the funding of goals through earmarks, and implications for consumer behaviors in the marketplace.
The behavioral process of earmarks presented in this research is part of consumers' preshopping experiences. Research has provided evidence that preshopping activities such as making lists, defining goals for the shopping trip, or identifying a trip budget affect consumers and their behaviors in the marketplace as they spend money (Bell, Corsten, and Knox 2011; Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b; Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink 2010) . Although people may have a specified budget or a predetermined list, marketplace factors also influence spending (Van Ittersum, Pennings, and Wansink 2010). Specifically, people often enter the marketplace with imprecise lists (e.g., items vs. brands, a lack of quantity information). However, research has sug-
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gested that differences in adherence to those predetermined lists and monetary allocations are influenced by income levels and in-store promotions, with consumers employing savings from promotions to purchase additional items on their lists (Stilley, Inman, and Wakefield 2010b) . The present research describes a relationship between earmarks, provisioning approaches, and consumption goals. How do consumers manage earmarks within and across shopping trips? Further research is required to understand how money flows between earmarks during shopping experiences and the subsequent prioritization of goals within and between shopping experiences across consumption goals.
Exchange is at the heart of marketing, and currency is required for most modern-day exchanges. Notably, much marketing research implicitly assumes that money is fungible and available for utility-maximizing expenditures. Although currency has evolved from metal and paper to plastic cards and key fobs, people still enter the marketplace with their currency with the aim to sate consumption goals. In the present research, I develop a behavioral process of earmarks that provides an explanation as to how money transforms into moral and social resources that influence consumption through four categories of consumption goals. People experience a broad range of consumption experiences across a diverse and growing marketplace, in which currency provides both opportunities and constraints. Given an increasingly complex marketscape, it is vital to continue to develop understanding of the relationship between money and consumption.
